Abstract-The update summary as defined for the DUC2007 new task aims to capture evolving information of a single topic over time. It delivers focused information to a user who has already read a set of older documents covering the same topic. This paper presents a novel manifold-ranking frame based on iterative feedback mechanism to this summary task. The topic set is extended by using the summarization of previous timeslices and the first sentences of documents in current timeslice. Iterative feedback mechanism is applied to model the dynamically evolving characteristic and represent the relay propagation of information in temporally evolving data. Modified manifold-ranking process also can naturally make use of both the relationships among all the sentences in the documents and relationships between the topic and the sentences. The ranking score for each sentence obtained in the manifold-ranking process denotes the importance of sentence biased towards topic, and then the greedy algorithm is employed to rerank the sentences for removing the redundant information. The summary is produced by choosing the sentences with high ranking score. Experiments on dataset of DUC2007 update task demonstrate the encouraging performance of the proposed approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
ULTI-DOCUMENT summarization is the process of automatically producing a summary delivering the main information content from a set of documents about an explicit or implicit topic, which has drawn much attention in recent years and exhibits the practicability in document management and search systems. For example, a number of news services, such as Google 1 , NewsBlaster 2 , and Sina News 3 , have been developed to group news articles into news topics, and then produce a short summary for each news topic so as to facilitate users to browse the results and improve users' search experience. News portals usually provide concise headline news describing hot news topic each day and they also produce weekly news review to save user's time and improve service quality.
Temporal multi-document summarization (TMDS) is the natural extension of multi-document summarization, which captures evolving information of a single topic over time. It is assumed that a user has access to a stream of news stories that are on the same topic, but that the stream flows rapidly enough that no one has the time to look at every story. In this situation, a person would prefer to read the update information at a certain time interval under the assumption that the user has already read a number of previous documents. The update summary as defined for the DUC2007 new task just faces this goal, which is a kind of TMDS. For the DUC2007 update task, 100-word summaries has to be generated for three consecutive document subsets sorted by their publication dates, tracking the new development of a single topic through time.
The key problem of summarization is how to identify important content and remove redundant content. The common problem for summarization is that the information in different documents inevitably overlaps with each other, and therefore effective summarization methods are needed to contrast their similarities and differences. However, the above application scenarios, where the objects to be summarized face to some special topics and evolve with time, raise new challenges to traditional summarization algorithms. The first challenge for update summary task is that the information in the summary must be biased to the given topic, and the second is that the information in summary must contain the evolving content. So we need to take into account effectively this topic-biased and temporally evolving characteristics during the summarization process. Thus a good update summary must include information as much as possible, keeping information as novel as possible, and moreover, the information must be biased to the given topic.
In [23] , an extractive approach based on manifold-ranking of sentences to topic-focused multi-document summarization by using the underlying manifold structure in data points is proposed without modeling the temporally evolving characteristic. Inspired by this, for the DUC2007 update task, we propose a new manifold-ranking frame based on iterative feedback mechanism, which has the temporally adaptive characteristic. We assume that the data points evolving over time have the long and narrow manifold structure. However, the common topic for three consecutive document subsets is a static query, which cannot represent the dynamically evolving information. Therefore, we use the iterative feedback mechanism to extend the topic by using the summarization of previous timeslices and the first sentences of documents in current timeslice. We believe this topic extension can represent the relay propagation of information in temporally evolving data and improve the ranking score. The proposed approach employs iterative feedback based manifold-ranking process to compute the ranking score for each sentence that denotes the biased information richness of sentence. Then the sentences highly overlapping with other informative ones are penalized by the greedy algorithm. The summary is produced by choosing the sentences with highest overall scores, which are considered informative, novel and evolving. In this improved manifold-ranking algorithm, the intra-document and inter-document relationships between sentences are differentiated with different weights. Experiments on datasets of DUC2007 update task demonstrate the competitive performance of the proposed approach.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces related work. The details of the proposed approach are described in Section 3. Section 4 presents and discusses the evaluation results. We conclude this paper and discuss future work in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
In recent years, a series of workshops and conferences on automatic text summarization (e.g. DUC 4 and NTCIR 5 ), special topic sessions in ACL, COLING, and SIGIR have advanced the technology and produced a couple of experimental online systems.
Update summary is a new challenge in the field of summarization. It aims to capture evolving information of a single topic over time, and has the characteristics of the topic-focused and temporal summary. It hopes to extract the new information over time, and also must be biased to a certain topic. Generally speaking, the summarization methods can be either extractive summarization or abstractive summarization. Extractive summarization assigns salience scores to some units (e.g. sentences, paragraphs) of the documents and extracts the sentences with highest scores, while abstractive summarization usually needs sentence compression and reformulation. In this paper, we focus on extractive summarization.
The centroid-based method [20] is one of the most popular extractive summarization methods. The clustering based method [3] is also widely used, including term, sentence and sub-topic clustering. Most recently, the graph-ranking based methods, including TextRank [17] and LexRank [6] , have been proposed for document summarization. Similar to PageRank [4] or HITS [11] , these methods first build a graph based on the similarity relationships between the sentences in documents and then the importance of a sentence is determined by taking into account the global information on the graph recursively, rather than relying only on the local sentence-specific information. The basic idea underlying the graph-based ranking algorithm is that of ``voting" or ``recommendation". When a sentence links to another one, it is basically casting a vote for the linked sentence. The higher the number of votes that are cast for a sentence, the more important the sentence is. Moreover, the importance of the sentence casting the vote determines how important the vote itself is. The computation of sentence importance is usually based on a recursive form, which can be transformed into the problem of solving the principal eigenvector of the transition matrix.
Most topic-focused document summarization methods incorporate the information of the given topic or query into generic summarizers and extract sentences suiting the user's declared information need [21] , [8] , [5] , [9] , [7] . Very recently, Wan et al. [23] proposed an approach based on manifold-ranking. Their method tried to make use of relationships among all the sentences in the documents and the relationships between the given topic and the sentences. The ranking score is obtained for each sentence in the manifold-ranking process based on graph to denote the biased information richness of the sentence. Then the greedy algorithm is employed to impose diversity penalty on each sentence. The sentences with high ranking score are then selected as the output summary. More related work can be found on DUC2003 and DUC2005 publications.
Temporal summary originates from text summarization and topic detection and tracking (TDT), and is also related to time line construction techniques. Alan et al. [1] firstly put forward the concept of temporal summary inspired by TDT in SIGIR2001. Given a sequence of news reports on certain topic, they extract useful and novel sentences to monitor the changes over time. Usefulness is captured by considering whether a sentence can be generated by a language model created from the sentences seen to date. Novelty is captured by comparing a sentence with prior sentences. They report that it is difficult to combine the two factors successfully. Other researchers exploit distribution of events and extract the hot topics on time line by statistical measures. Swan and Allan [22] employ 2 χ statistics to measure the strength that a term is associated with a specified date, and then extract and group important terms to generate ``topics" defined by TDT. In [12] , Chen et al. import the aging theory to measure the ``hotness" of a topic by analyzing the temporal characteristic of news report. The aging theory implies that a news event can be considered as a life form that goes through a life cycle of birth, growth, decay, and death, reflecting its popularity over time. Then hot topics are selected according to energy function defined by aging theory. Lim et al. [14] anchor documents on time line by the publication dates, and then extract sentences from each document based on surface features. Sentence weight is adjusted by local high frequency words in each time slot and global high frequency words from all topic sentences. They evaluate the system on Korean documents and report that time can help to raise the percentage of model sentences contained in machine generated summaries. Jatowt and Ishizuka [10] investigate the approaches to monitor the trends of dynamic web documents, which mean different versions of the same web documents. They employ a simple regression analysis on word frequency and time to identify whether terms are popular and active. The importance of a term is measured by its slope, intercept and variance. The weight of a sentence is measured by the sum of the weights of the terms inside the sentence. The sentences with highest scores are extracted into a summary. However, they do not report any quantitative evaluation results. In [16] , Mani is devoted to temporal information extraction, knowledge representation and reasoning, and try to apply them to multi-document summarization. In [13] , Li et al. explore whether the temporal distribution information helps to enhance event-based summarization based on corpus of DUC2001.
In DUC2007, the top performing systems of update summary task adopted the extractive methods. LCC's GISTexter [2] used Machine Reading mechanism with textual inference information to create new and coherent information. Textual entailment and textual contradiction are recognized to construct representations of knowledge coded in a text collection. Update summary is produced by comparing the entailment and contradiction of sentences. This method preferably fused the deep linguistic knowledge, however, which is difficult to be reconstructed. IIIT Hyderabad's system [19] estimated a sentence prior by a term clustering approach, which incorporated the query independent score and query dependent score in a linear combination way. Sentence reduction and entity dereferencing is also used in the algorithm. NUS [26] proposed a timestamped graph model motivated by human writing and reading processes, which is used to model the dynamic and evolutionary characteristic of information. It assumed that writers write articles from the first sentence to the last, and readers read articles from the first sentence to the last. These two processes are similar to evolution of citation networks and the web. Though the parameters of this model are very complex, the method is an interesting attempt.
Due to different tasks, the above researches do not uniformly fuse the information in the topic and the documents or just incorporate the temporal characteristics. While iterative feedback based manifold-ranking approach to the DUC2007 new update summary task can naturally and simultaneously take into account topic information and the relay propagation of information in temporally evolving data.
III. ITERATIVE FEEDBACK BASED MANIFOLD-RANKING APPROACH
The iterative feedback based manifold-ranking approach for update summary consists of three steps: (1) iterative feedback mechanism is used to extend the topic; (2) manifold-ranking score is computed for each sentence in the iterative feedback based manifold-ranking process; (3) based on the manifold-ranking scores, the diversity penalty is imposed on each sentence. Overall ranking score of each sentence is obtained to measure both the importance degree of the sentence relevant to the sentence collection and topic and the novelty degree of information contained in the sentence with respect to all sentences in the summary. The sentences with high overall ranking scores are chosen for the summary.
A. Basic Definitions
The manifold-ranking method [24] , [25] is a universal ranking algorithm and it is initially used to rank data points along their underlying manifold structure. However, this method cannot model the temporally evolving characteristic, say, which is not temporally adaptively. For the DUC2007 update task, we assume that the data points evolving over time have the long and narrow manifold-structure. However, the common topic for three consecutive document subsets is a static query, which cannot represent the dynamically evolving information. Therefore, we apply the iterative feedback mechanism to extend the topic by using the summarization of previous timeslices and the first sentences of documents in the current timeslice.
Iterative Feedback mechanism: Given a set of timeslices 
PubTopic denotes the public topic description of all timeslices. We assume this topic extension can represent the relay propagation of information in temporally evolving data and help to capture the changes of a single topic over time.
B. Modified Manifold-Ranking Process
Given a query and a set of data points, the task of manifold-ranking is to rank the data points according to their relevance to the query [24] . The key to manifold-ranking is the prior assumption of consistency, which means: (1) nearby points are likely to have the same ranking scores; (2) points on the same structure (typically referred to as a cluster or a manifold) are likely to have the same ranking scores.
In our context, the data points are denoted by the topic description and all the sentences in the documents, where topic description dynamically evolves over time. The iterative feedback based manifold-ranking process in our context can be formalized as follows: The network is weighted in the second step and the weight is symmetrically normalized in the third step. The normalization in the third step is necessary to prove the algorithm's convergence. The fourth step is the key step of the algorithm, where all points spread their ranking score to their neighbors via the weighted network. The spread process is repeated until a global stable state is achieved, and we get the ranking score in the fifth step. The parameter α specifies the relative contributions to the ranking scores from neighbors and the initial ranking scores, and the parameter β , γ , η denotes the relative contribution to ranking scores from the PubTopic, the update summary in the previous timeslices and the first sentences of all documents in the current timeslice, respectively. Note that self-reinforcement is avoided since the diagonal elements of the affinity matrix are set to zero.
For the original manifold-ranking, the iterative formula of the fourth step is ( 
For real-world problems, the iteration algorithm is preferable due to high computational efficiency. Usually when the difference between the scores computed at two successive iterations for any point falls below a given threshold (0.0001 in this paper), the iteration algorithm will converge.
Wan et al. [23] proposed and proved an intuition that intra-document links and inter-document links have unequal contributions in the manifold-ranking algorithm. Given a link between a sentence pair of i x and j x , if i x and j x come from the same document, the link is an intra-document link; if i x and j x come from different documents, the link is an inter-document link. The links between the topic sentences and any other sentences are all inter-document links. In our context, distinct weights are assigned to the intra-document links and the inter-document links respectively. In the second step of the above algorithm, the affinity matrix W can be decomposed as 
C. Redundancy Removing in Sentence Selection
Based on the normalized original affinity matrix, we apply the greedy algorithm to impose the diversity penalty and compute the final overall ranking scores, representing the importance and relevance to topic and the information novelty of the sentences. For each i timeslice , the algorithm is shown in
The algorithm is based on the idea that the overall ranking score of less informative sentences overlapping with the sentences in update summary is decreased. In the second step, where 0 ω > is the penalty degree factor. The larger ω is, the greater penalty is imposed to the overall ranking score. If 0 ω = , no diversity penalty is imposed at all. The sentence with highest ranking score is chosen to produce the summary until satisfying the summary length limit.
IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Data Set
The dataset of the DUC2007 update summary task is used in our experiments. The update summary task is the first evaluation about TMDS. This task includes a gold standard dataset consisting of document cluster and reference summaries. Ten documents clusters are selected from the 45 clusters of the main task for preparation of the update summary task, and each cluster has 25 documents. Each of these ten clusters is divided into three smaller clusters, A, B, C, where the time stamps on all the documents in each set are ordered such that time(A)<time(B)<time(C). There are approximately 10 documents in A, 8 in B, and 7 in C. The three smaller clusters have the same query as the original larger cluster. The goal of the update summary task is to create short (100-word) multi-document summaries for each smaller clusters under the assumption that the reader has already read a number of previous documents.
B. Evaluation Metric
In order to evaluate the performance and the stability of the proposed approach, we used two kinds of evaluation metrics.
ROUGE [15] is used as the evaluation metric, which has been widely adopted by DUC for automatic summarization evaluation. It measured summary quality by counting overlapping units such as the n-gram, word sequences and word pairs between the candidate summary and the reference summary. ROUGE toolkit reported separate scores for 1, 2, 3 and 4-gram, and also for longest common subsequence co-occurrences and so on. Among these different scores, unigram-based ROUGE score (ROUGE-1) has been shown to agree with human judgment most. The evaluation results of DUC2007 update summary just gave the ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 scores. Accordingly, we also showed corresponding ROUGE metrics in the experimental results at a Algorithm 2. Power method for computing the stable state of iterative feedback based manifold-ranking confidence level of 95%, which were computed by running ROUGE-1.5.5 6 with stemming but no removal of stopwords. The input file implemented jackknifing so that scores of systems and humans could be compared.
Pyramid method [18] is also used to evaluate our proposed approach, which is the latest evaluation metric. It incorporates the idea that no single best model summary for a collection of documents exists. The analysis of summary content is based on Summarization Content Units (SCUs). The reference summary is annotated as the set of the SCUs. If the SCUs is contained in more reference summary, it will have the higher weight. After the annotation procedure is completed, the final SCUs can be partitioned in a pyramid. The partition is based on the weight of the SCUs; each tier contains all and only the SCUs with the same weight.
C. Experimental Results and Analysis
ROUGE Metric. We designed seven baselines in addition to the lead baseline (RUNID=35) and the CLASSYO4 baseline (RUNID=58) employed in the update task of DUC2007. We also compared our system with top five systems with highest ROUGE scores, chosen from the performing systems on update task of DUC2007. The comparison results are showed in Table I.   TABLE I  SYSTEM COMPARISON AND RANK ON UPDATE TASK OF DUC 2007  (RECALL SCORE) The Lead Baseline returns all the leading sentences (up to 100 words) of the most recent document. CLASSY04 Baseline ignores the topic narrative, but which had the highest mean SEE coverage score in Task 2 of DUC2004, a multi-document summarization task. The system uses the CLASSY04 HMM 7 terms as observables and the pivoted QR method for redundancy removal. The sentences are chosen only from the most recent collection of documents. For example, the summary for D0703A-B selects sentences only from the 8 articles in this cluster; however, it uses D0703A-A in the 6 http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/duc/duc2007/tasks.html 7 http://duc.nist.gov/pubs/2004papers/ida.conroy.ps computation of signature terms. Likewise, the summary for D0703A-C selects sentences from only the 7 documents in this cluster and only uses D0703A-A and D0703A-B in the computation of signature terms. S40, S55, S45, S47 and S44 are the system IDs of the top performing systems, whose details are described in DUC publications.
IFM-ranking (Iterative Feedback based Manifold-ranking) is our system, which adopts the proposed approach described in Section 3. IFM-ranking-α , IFM-ranking-β , IFM-ranking-γ , IFM-ranking-η , IFM-ranking-ω , IFM-ranking- ( 1 2 : λ λ ) and IFM-ranking-γ η − are seven other baselines. IFM-ranking-α ignores spreading the data points' ranking score to their nearby neighbors via the weighted network. IFM-ranking-β , IFM-ranking-γ , IFM-ranking-η ignores the common topic, the update summary of previous timeslices and first sentences of all document in current timeslice when extending the topic, respectively. IFM-ranking-γ η − ignores the iterative feedback mechanism, which just considers the common topic in manifold-ranking process. IFM-ranking- 1 2 :
λ λ doesn't differentiate the link between the sentences, say 1 2 : 1 λ λ = .
IFM-ranking-ω just computes the ranking score of each sentence without the step of imposing diversity penalty. These baselines are all simplified versions of IFM-ranking.
We conduct experiments to focus on the following research questions, which are related to 7 IFM-ranking parameters α , β , γ ,η , 1 λ , 2 λ ,ω .
Q1:
Is the modified manifold-ranking process useful? Q2: Is the iterative feedback mechanism effective? Q3: Does the update summary in previous timeslice or the first sentences of documents in current timeslice help to extend the information richness of topic? Q4: How does the intra-document or inter-document link affect the performance? Q5: Is redundancy removing necessary?
The parameters of the IFM-ranking are set as follows:
Seen from Table I , our system ranks th 2 and th 5 on ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4, respectively, and outperforms all baseline systems.
In comparison with IFM-ranking, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 scores of IFM-ranking-α decrease by 0.02111 and 0.01653. Therefore, modified manifold-ranking process affects the update task and parameter α is very important. It is shown in IFM-ranking-β , IFM-ranking-γ and IFM-ranking-η that the topic description helps to improve the performance, and both the update summary in previous timeslice and the first sentences of documents in current timeslice are beneficial to extend the information richness of topic. At the same time, parameter η brings the highest contribution on performance, β takes the second place, and γ takes third place. It also shows that the first sentence can availably generalize the topic in news field. λ λ = ), its ROUGE scores will slightly decrease by 0.00757 and 0.00538 than that of IFM-ranking, respectively. Thus intra/inter-document link differentiation affects the update task. Without the step of imposing diversity penalty, ROUGE scores of IFM-ranking-ω will decrease by 0.00574 and 0.00191, respectively. Therefore, redundancy removing is necessary.
Comparing with the performing system (RUNID=40) [2] with the highest ROUGE scores respectively on the sub dataset A, B, C of DUC2007 update task, it is shown in table II and table III that our ROUGE scores on A and B are lower than that of the performing system 40. However, ROUGE scores on C are both higher than that of ones by 0.009514 and 0.00555. The performing system 40 adopted much linguistic knowledge and discourse understanding techniques. Knowledge base and coreference resolution are used to evaluate whether a particular extracted commitment is a textual entailment or textual contradiction. However, we just used the shallow sentence-level feature. This further validates that our proposed approach is effective in capturing the update information. Pyramid Metric. Altogether, there are in total 30 standard pyramids created by annotators. Figure 1 shows the average score, maximum score and our system's score for each pyramid set. IFM-ranking outperforms the average scores in 22 out of 30 sets. Note that for dataset C, the proposed IMF-ranking approach performs better than average performance in 7 out of 10 sets, which shows that iterative feedback mechanism is effective. The average scores over all pyramid sets are show in Figure 2 , the best system has the average score of 0.3403, whereas our system obtains 0.29855 on average, which is ranked th 4 among all 24 systems. This further shows our approach is stable. Since the update summary task is firstly evaluated in 2007, and we have no other training corpus, thus we cannot directly compare with the top performing system. However, we just use the shallow sentence-level features to achieve the encouraging performance; it will have some instruction on the future participation.
The experiment results suggested that the encouraging performance achieved by IFM-ranking benefits from the following factors: 1) Modified manifold-ranking process; 2) Iterative feedback mechanism; 3) Intra/Inter-document link differentiation; 4) Diversity penalty imposition.
D. Parameter Tuning
As the parameter space is too large to test all possible IFM-ranking algorithms, we adopt the greedy strategy to find the proper parameters value based on ROUGE metric, however, which are impossible optimal. Figures from 3 to 8 show the process of parameter tuning.
When we tune a parameter, the other parameters are set to be the optimal values selected by greedy strategy. Figure 3 demonstrates the influence of the manifold weight α in the proposed approach on performance when β =0.7, γ =0.3,η =0.4, 1 λ =0.3, 2 λ =1, ω =8.5. Figure 4 , Figure 5 and Figure 6 demonstrate the influence of the common topic ( β ), the update summary in previous timeslices ( γ ), and the first sentences of documents in current timeslice (η ), respectively. From these three figures, it could be observed that both ignoring and excessively depending on the topic description would deteriorate the performance. Figure 7 demonstrates the influence of the intra/inter-document relationship differentiating weight 1 2 :
λ λ .
It could be observed that the performance curve in field λ < ). It shows that inter-document relationships are more important than intra-document relationships for the update task. Figure 8 demonstrates the influence of the penalty factor ω . It shows that imposing diversity penalty is necessary.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes the iterative feedback based manifold-ranking for update task of DUC2007. Feedback mechanism is used to model the dynamically evolving characteristic, which reveals the relay propagation of information in temporally evolving data. The proposed approach also makes full use of the relationships among sentences and relationships between the topic and the sentences.
However, our approach just used the shallow sentence-level feature, and adopted the greedy strategy to estimate the parameter values, which may be not optimal. In the future, we will mine the deeper level features including temporal event and semantic information, and also explore the parameter optimization algorithm. 
